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Abstract: Digital document communication between an enterprise and a customer is becoming a
primary form of communication rather than the traditional physical document communication. A
PDF document, the most popular document format, provides an identical document layout regardless
of OS or device and has a content integrity verification feature with a digital signature. However, it
has a bad user experience, such as low readability on a mobile device. On the other hand, an HTML
document has a weakness in verifying the content integrity even though it is the primary document
format and provides a good user experience on mobile devices. There are certified document services
using blockchain technology, but it is still vulnerable to verifying content integrity. Furthermore,
research on the document HTML has proposed the trusted document generation technique by
HTML conformance and digital signature; however, this research does not provide content delivery
verification, and there is a file size overhead. In this paper, we have developed the chained document
HTML by defining HTML conformance, digital signature, and blockchain technology. First, the
chained document HTML has to embed all resources and does not allow loading content on-demand.
Second, the file is signed by a digital signature, and the signature value is added in the file header.
Lastly, the metadata to verify the content integrity is inserted in a blockchain node. We have created
the chained document HTML generation and verification experiment environment by Ethereum
and Python. We have confirmed that the chained document HTML provides content and delivery
integrity verification in the research. We expect the chained document HTML will be widely used
in document communication between an enterprise and a customer, especially if the document has
sensitive personal information that might have a legal dispute.

Keywords: chained document HTML; digital document; blockchain; document communication

1. Introduction

The definition of an electronic document is described as “recorded information struc-
tured for human consumption” [1]. This definition also accommodates various documents
such as contracts, blueprints, email, and video clips. The definition of the electronic
document in Korean law is the information that is sent, received, or archived, which is
created or converted electronically by the information processing system [2]. It means
the electronic document is not just the traditional paper layout document but all kinds of
digital information that can be recorded and reviewed, including video and audio. We
can distinguish an electronic document into those that focus on representing the content
with human readability and those that focus on exchanging information between systems.
A document format such as an XML (Extensible Markup Language) is used to exchange
information between information systems, whereas a PDF (Portable Document Format) is
used to present as a traditional paper document.

Digital document communication by an electronic document and digital delivery
channel between an enterprise and a customer has been a significant communication
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channel since the digital era. There are various digital document formats for the content
representation with human readability, such as MS Word, HWP, PDF, PostScript, Jpeg,
Tiff, and HTML. A PDF document is the most popular digital document format because
it has the same layout as a physical document, independent format against devices and
OS, and a content integrity verification feature by the digital signature. However, a PDF
document provides a weak readability feature on a mobile device, and there is no way to
track the document delivery. An HTML document has been getting more critical than a PDF
document in recent years, along with the mobile era. An HTML document is the primary
front-end language on a mobile device. An HTML document provides a good customer
experience, such as being easy to navigate and read, and responsive interaction. However,
an HTML document has weak verification features for content integrity compared to a PDF
document as there is no standard content integrity verification feature. Besides, it also does
not provide to track the document delivery like a PDF document.

There are researches and attempts regarding digital document communication to
ensure content integrity. The IT service company DocuSign provides a digital content
signature and delivery service [3], but it is based on PDF. The Korea Internet and Secu-
rity Agency provides the Certified Electronic Document Intermediary service by using
blockchain technology to deliver digital documents such as PDF or HTML [4]. This service
stores content and delivery metadata in a blockchain node to verify content and delivery
integrity for various dispute situations. However, the service has the vulnerability to
verify content integrity in cases where a digital document consists of multiple separated
resource files. Another research has proposed embedding linked resources and adding a
digital signature for content integrity to overcome an HTML document weakness [5]. The
document HTML from the research provides strong content integrity like a PDF document
and a good user experience on a mobile device. However, this research only solves the
content integrity problem in terms of the document content perspective, even though the
content delivery verification is also a critical section. Moreover, the document HTML has
some file size overheads due to embedding all metadata to verify the content integrity.

In this paper, we have researched blockchain technology and designed the chained
document HTML specification can have content integrity. The chained document HTML
is the restricted HTML specification to ensure content integrity along with the blockchain
technology. The chained document HTML has been proposed to embed a related resource
and prohibit loading content on demand. Moreover, the chained document HTML does
digital signature for the content integrity, and digital signature value and document delivery
tracking information are stored in a blockchain node. The chained document HTML
based on the blockchain can verify both content and delivery integrity by a decentralized
mechanism. We did the related research for the digital document and the blockchain in
Chapter Two, designed the chained document HTML based on the blockchain in Chapter
Three, validated the chained document HTML by the experiment in Chapter Four, and
compared the chained document HTML to the current digital document formats in Chapter
Five. Finally, we have concluded the value of this research in Chapter Six.

2. Related Research
2.1. PDF and HTML

PDF is the ISO 32000 standard specification and developed by Adobe [6]. PDF doc-
ument is an independent format against devices and OS, and it includes all necessary
resources inside of the file to represent the content. A PDF document provides identical
representation on any device and any OS. PDF documents are the de facto standard elec-
tronic document, and Adobe has estimated that there were 2.5 trillion PDF documents in
circulation [7]. Furthermore, PDF has the specification to validate the content integrity
by using the digital signature [8]. The private key can sign the content based on the PKI
certificate, and the signed value and the public key can be added to the PDF document. The
signed PDF document can be verified by a document consumer using the standard PDF
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document viewer software. Lots of the documents, which contain personal information
from an enterprise to a customer, use the PDF document because of these characteristics.

Even though PDF is the de facto standard document format, it is challenging in
the mobile environment. PDF is born to replace the traditional paper, and it shows the
best value when a user reads a PDF document on a big screen device such as a laptop.
However, PDF does not support dynamic re-flow content, unlike HTML, and it can provide
a low readability experience on a mobile device. Moreover, most users expect two-way
communication on the mobile device, like to submit an inquiry for the next step after
reading content. However, PDF has a limited interactive communication feature, whereas
HTML has an interactive communication feature.

HTML is the markup language for the web, and the latest version is HTML5.2 [9].
HTML5 supports multimedia content without third-party software, and the responsive
HTML technique provides the best user experience on various devices. As a single HTML
can cover various devices, the hybrid application development methodology, which uses
HTML content as a part of the primary content representation in mobile applications, is
widely used. However, the cons of HTML in terms of a digital document is that HTML
requires related external resources such as an image, and there is no standard feature
to validate the content integrity. Because of that, digital document based on HTML has
the vulnerability of the long-term archive and to be a trusted document. Hence, many
enterprises are servicing both HTML digital documents for user experience on mobile
devices and PDF digital documents for content integrity.

2.2. Document HTML

The document-HTML is the proposal to eliminate the vulnerabilities of an HTML
documents to act as a trusted electronic document [5]. It is hard to treat an HTML document
as a single document because the HTML file and the resource file exist separately. PDF
documents provide a content integrity verification method by a digital signature, whereas
HTML documents do not provide a standard protocol for content integrity verification.
The Document-HTML solves the weakness of an HTML document as a trusted document
through the following rules.

(a) The encoding of HTML documents should be UTF-8.
(b) All related resources such as an image for an HTML document must be embedded

and do not compose the document by linking external resources. HTML documents
have to be single files like PDF and do not allow linking to external resources.

(c) Do not use <audio>, <video> multimedia tags. Audio and video tags are difficult
to be included in a document due to the file size problem, and these tags are not
essential as a document. Therefore, the <audio> and <video> multimedia tags, which
are multimedia tags provided by HTML5, are not used.

(d) Do not use external resources container tags which are <object>, <iframe>, <embed>,
<param>. The external resource container tags are hard to be embedded in a single
document, and the function of the tags can be shown depending on the device.
Moreover, these tags are not an essential element as a document. Therefore, <object>,
<iframe>, <embed>, <param> tags, which are external resources container tags, are
not used.

(e) Do not allow asynchronous data loading. After the HTML document is opened, it is
not allowed to load data by an asynchronous call method using a scripting language
such as JavaScript jQuery library. Data itself is not included with asynchronous data
loading in the HTML document, and HTML document content can be different based
on data loading. The asynchronous data loading can be a vulnerability to the content
integrity of the HTML document.

(f) The content of the HTML document must be digital signed. The digital signed hash
value and the digital signature public key must also be included so that they can
be verified.
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The document HTML structure is as shown below in Figure 1. The header of the
document HTML document contains a digital signature value to verify the authenticity of
the document itself, and the linked resource is included in the document HTML document
using the data URL Scheme.
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This document HTML provides the best user experience for web and mobile, and it
provides content integrity as much as the PDF document. In addition, it is suitable for
the long-term archive as an HTML document is a single document with all embedded
resources. However, it requires the central management system to generate the document
HTML and validate the document HTML. In addition, it is also a critical point to prove of
delivery of the document HTML from the producer to the consumer. However, there is no
way to validate the delivery of the document HTML.

2.3. Blockchain

Blockchain technology was developed by Satoshi Nakamoto for bitcoin in 2008 [10].
The first fundamental of the blockchain is that data is stored in a block with the previous
block hash value, which is calculated by using the data in the previous block. Therefore,
blocks are linked to the previous block, and any block cannot be altered once a block is
added in the blockchain node unless to change all blocks from the genesis block, the first
block. Blockchain technology provides immutability with this characteristic. The second
fundamental is decentralization. Anyone can download the full dataset of the blockchain,
and any user can contribute to adding the new block into the blockchain. Blockchain has a
consensus algorithm to avoid conflict from the many users who simultaneously try to add
a new block. Blockchain has been started for cryptography, which is bitcoin. In addition,
blockchain is becoming used widely in various domains that require reliable transaction
archival because of its immutability and decentralization. Current cyber risk concerns are
founded on intelligent systems capable of human–computer interactions [11] including
an electronic document system; the blockchain mitigates the current cyber risk by the
decentralized immutable distributed ledger.

Bitcoin, the most famous cryptography by blockchain, allows any anonymous user to
attend the bitcoin blockchain network, and anyone can be a peer. This is called the public
blockchain or permissionless blockchain [12]. The public blockchain allows joining the
blockchain network by anonymous, and it gives a robust decentralization methodology
as anyone can be a peer. However, it requires more processing time to run the algorithm
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for consensus to append a new block into the blockchain network. It could be impossible
to identify who has attended the network. On the other hand, private blockchain allows
joining the blockchain network to whoever has authorization [12]. It provides partial
decentralization, but it is valuable if only authorized entities are needed to be members
of the blockchain network. It can remove the potential risk by anonymity and has a
faster processing time to run the consensus algorithm. In a specific domain such as
finance, a private blockchain is used more than a public blockchain. There are different
blockchain technologies, as shown in Table 1; Ethereum is one of the public blockchains
and Hyperledger is one of the private blockchains.

Table 1. Public blockchain vs. private blockchain.

Public Blockchain Private Blockchain

Open network Closed network
Anyone can join the network The user who is invited can join the network

Anonymous Identified
Bitcoin, Etherium HyperLegder

Anonymous Nonymous
Bitcoin, Ethereum Hyperledger

A service by blockchain is undertaken by the smart contract. The smart contract is the
program that is run on the blockchain network. Once the smart contract is developed, the
binary code of the smart contract is added in the blockchain network as blockchain data
like a normal transaction, and it will be triggered for a service. As the smart contract is
one of the types of data in the blockchain, it has immutability. It requires the front-end
application to trigger the smart contract for a user or a system. DApp (decentralized
application) is an application for blockchain, and works with the smart contract to manage
the blockchain data.

3. Chained Document HTML Generation Technique
3.1. Chained Document HTML Conformance

There is no standard specification to preserve the content integrity in HTML, and an
electronic document based on a digital signed PDF is the de facto standard to preserve
the content integrity. We have proposed the document HTML generation technique in
the previous research to preserve the content integrity in which an electronic document
based on HTML can be a trusted document [5]. However, this previous research has
a weakness, which is the file size overhead due to the certificate value for the content
integrity verification in the header, and vulnerability of non-repudiation for the document
delivery. The chained document HTML is the expanded version of the document HTML.
The chained document HTML stores the certificate value in the blockchain transaction
instead of in the document itself to reduce the file size overhead and the document delivery
history can be proved by the blockchain transaction history which is immutable.

The chained document HTML has the same conformance as the document HTML to
be a single document content as below:

• All related resources must be in an HTML document internally;
• An HTML document can be opened in a standard web browser without any addi-

tional software.

3.2. Design of the Chained Document HTML Structure

The chained document HTML is a subset definition of HTML, and it does not require
any third-party software to open the file in a browser to view content. A standard HTML
document requires external resources to compose content to display. For the chained
document HTML, the data URI scheme, which is the standard specification as RFC 2397 [13],
is used to convert and embed external resources to internal resources with BASE64 format,
as shown in Figure 2.
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The chained document HTML has the extended header definition for content in-
tegrity, as shown in Figure 3. The structure of extended header information used the
HTML comment tag so that it will not have any impact on the original HTML5 content
rendering. The extended header DOCUMENT-HTML-TYPE indicates the document type
and the version of the chained document HTML. In this research, we use the constant
value, which is CDocHTML5 v0.1. The DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST has
the hash algorithm name and the HTML content hash digest value with a colon (:) to
distinguish the algorithm name and the HTML content hash digest value. The HTML
content except the extended header definition section is calculated for the HTML content
hash digest value. The DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-SIGNED-DIGEST has the digi-
tal signed value of the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST value. The document
creator signs the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST value by using a private key,
and the signed value is recorded in the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-SIGNED-DIGEST.
TRANSACTION-ADDRESS has the blockchain transaction address to verify the
content integrity.
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Hence, the chained document HTML structure can be expressed, as shown in Figure 4.
The HTML content, in which all resources are embedded, is the target area for content integrity.
The content hash digest value is stored in the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST, and
the digital signed value of the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST is stored in the
DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-SIGNED-DIGEST. The validation value, including the
public key, is stored in the blockchain, and the blockchain transaction address is stored in
the DOCUMENT-HTML-TRANSACTION-ADDRESS
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Figure 4. The Chained Document HTML Structure.

3.3. Design of the Chained Document Blockchain Structure

A user who opens the chained document HTML needs to validate the fact that the
content has not been altered after it was created. So, the validation value for the content
integrity is required for the chained document HTML. The chained document HTML uses
the blockchain to store the validated value for content integrity. The validation values are
shown in Table 2. Timestamp shows the document creation date and time, Creator is the
document creator, and the value of the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST from the
chained document HTML file is also stored in the blockchain in the same key. Also, the
public key and the certificate information are stored in the Certificate.

Table 2. The validation values in the chained document Blockchain.

Key Description

TIMESTAMP Timestamp for the document creation
CREATOR Document creator

DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST Hash digest value of the HTML content

CERTIFICATE Public key for the
document-HTML-content-signed-digest

Each chained document HTML is linked to the transaction of the chained document
Blockchain, and the validation values can be found in the transaction value, as shown
in Figure 5. First, the chained document HTML and the transaction of the chained doc-
ument Blockchain must have the identical DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST to
identify the content has not been altered. Second, CERTIFICATE value is used for the verifi-
cation of the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-SIGNED-DIGEST. CERTIFICATE has the dig-
ital signature certificate information and the public key to verify the DOCUMENT-HTML-
CONTENT-SIGNED-DIGEST. The unsigned value from DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-
SIGNED-DIGEST should be identical to DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST, which
is in the chained document HTML header.
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3.4. Chained Document HTML Generation and Verification Process

The chained document HTML system has two major processes: the chained document
HTML generation process from a standard HTML and the chained document HTML
validation process. It has four major sub-sequence processes for the chained document
HTML generation process, as shown in Figure 6. First, a standard HTML file will be
validated whether it has incompatible HTML objects for the chained document HTML.
Second, all external resources in the HTML document will be downloaded and converted to
internal resources using the Data URI scheme. Third, the encrypted hash digest value to be
used for the document validation will be added to the blockchain as blockchain transaction
data. Lastly, the metadata, including the blockchain transaction address, will be added in
the chained document HTML metadata. The finalized chained document HTML will be
returned to a user.
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Figure 6. The chained document HTML generation process.

A user who receives the chained document HTML can open and view the document
using standard HTML viewer software, as the chained document HTML uses standard
HTML specification. If the user wants to verify the content integrity of the chained docu-
ment HTML, the user can request the document verification. The verification process has
four major sub-sequence processes, as shown in Figure 7. The verification process reads
the metadata from the chained document HTML and compares the content digest from
the HTML body and the content digest from the metadata. This is the first verification
process by the content digest value in the file. Furthermore, the transaction data from the
blockchain is retrieved by using the transaction address in the metadata to find the public
key and content digest. In addition, the signed-content-digest will be verified by using the
public key. This part is the second verification process.
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4. Experimental Verification
4.1. Experiment Environment

We used the python script and Ethereum blockchain network in Linux for the exper-
iment, as shown in Table 3. We have created the python script to generate the chained
document HTML and verify the chained document HTML. The certificate from the Let’s
Encrypt [14] is used to sign the content digest by using the OpenSSL. The Ethereum lo-
cal network is used for the blockchain to save the blockchain metadata of the chained
document HTML; the blockchain network was run by the Geth console.

Table 3. Experiment environment.

OS Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS 64bit
Geth 1.10.4-stable

OpenSSL OpenSSL 1.1.1f
Certificate Let’s Encrypt SSL Certificate 2048bit key

Python Python 3.8.8
Web3

The Ethereum local network was running in the backend, and the python script could
connect to the network by using the Web3 library. Furthermore, the python script could
execute the OpenSSL to sign the content digest or validate the signature. So, the python
script was the entry point for the experiment; it can read the sample HTML document
and generate the chained document HTML. After that, the python script also verified the
content integrity of the chained document HTML.

4.2. Sample HTML Document for Experiment

We have researched the most common HTML tags and external resources from finan-
cial enterprises. We also prepared the sample HTML document based on the research, as
shown in Figure 8. The sample HTML document used HTML tags which were found from
the research, and most tags were mainly for the layout display and linked as shown in
Table 4. in addition, the sample HTML document had external resources such as JavaScript,
as shown in Table 5. The sample HTML document contained a personal customer address
area, amount to pay area, detailed transaction list area, and the interaction button area to
simulate a billing statement in a financial enterprise.
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Table 4. The tags in the sample HTML.

Tag Count Tag Count Tag Count Tag Count

td 15 li 3 form 1 h2 1

th 9 hr 3 table 1 thead 1

div 9 h4 2 head 1 tbody 1

p 6 script 1 style 1 html 1

meta 5 title 1 footer 1

tr 4 img 1 body 1

a 4 link 1 ul 1

Table 5. The external resources in the sample HTML.

Type Description

Image PNG logo
Style Sheets Bootstrap CSS
JavaScript jQuery JS library

4.3. Generate Chained Document HTML

The chained document HTML was generated from the sample HTML document,
as shown in Figure 9. All resources are embedded by data URI format, as shown in
Figure 9-(4), so the chained document did not require to open an external resource to
display the content. The hash digest value, which was calculated by the content, including
internal resources, can be found in the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST metadata,
as shown in Figure 9-(1). Furthermore, the digital signed value, which was signed with
the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST as an input by a private key, can be found in
the DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-SIGNED-DIGEST metadata, as shown in Figure 9-(2).
The file size of the sample HTML document was 303,775 bytes, including external resources,
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and the file size of the chained document HTML is 405,064 bytes because of adding metadata
and converting resources to data URI format.
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The value of TRANSACTION-ADDRESS metadata is indicated to the transaction of
Ethereum as shown in Figure 9-(3), and the transaction value in the transaction address can
be found as shown in Figure 10. Chained document HTML blockchain metadata is in the
input key section as binary, and the binary value contains DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-
DIGEST and digital signature certificate as JSON format, as shown in Figure 11.
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DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-DIGEST is the identical value to DOCUMENT-HTML-
CONTENT-DIGEST in chained document HTML metadata, and CERTIFICATE contains
digital signature information and a public key to verify DOCUMENT-HTML-CONTENT-
SIGNED-DIGEST.

4.4. Verify Chained Document HTML

We verified the chained document HTML by using the verification python script.
The python script can generate the verification report after finishing to verify the chained
document HTML integrity. We cloned the chained document HTML from the generation
experiment step, and we harmed the file to simulate altering the file in an unauthorized
manner. The verification reports for the original chained document HTML and the harmed
chained document HTML can be seen, as shown in Figure 12. The verification report from
the original one showed all of the content digest and the signed content digest are valid.
However, the verification report from the harmed file showed the content was not identical
and it was invalid.
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generated by a private key in a digital signature. It takes around 2100 MIPS years to find a
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private key for unauthorized access in case RSA-140bit, and takes 3423 years for the time
estimation for factoring RSA-1024 bit [15]. In the experiment, the digital signature with
RSA-2048bit length was used, and we can say that it is impossible to alter the content in
an unauthorized modification manner as the time estimation for factoring RSA-2048 bit is
4.00633 × 1012 years [15]. In addition, the metadata in the transaction in the blockchain is
immutable, so it also shows that computing to find a private key is useless as it cannot alter
the metadata in the transaction in the blockchain.

5. Comparison
5.1. PDF vs. HTML vs. Document HTML vs. Chained Document HTML

The chained document HTML is the enhanced version of the document HTML based
on HTML for the trust document communication. The chained document HTML has
the advantage against a PDF, a standard HTML, and the document HTML, as shown in
Table 6. A PDF document does not provide a good user experience on a mobile device
as well as a content delivery verification. A user experience is the most important factor
in the interaction between an enterprise and a customer, so an HTML document is more
widely used as it provides a good user experience. The chained document HTML and
the document HTML use related resources as an embedded internal format, whilst the
standard HTML allows external and internal resources. In addition, the chained document
and the document HTML do not allow to use of a specific HTML tag, such as iframe, to
avoid changing the content on the fly. Therefore, the chained document HTML and the
document HTML provide strong content integrity with this characteristic. The chained
document HTML and the document HTML have the metadata for the content integrity
verification. The checksum and the signed checksum in the metadata are used for document
verification. In addition, the signed checksum by using a private key protect to modify the
content against unauthorized manner. The document HTML needs to embed all metadata,
including a public key and a certificate, to verify the content integrity with the signed
checksum. It provides the content integrity feature as well as the chained document HTML.
However, there is no way to trace the document delivery status between an enterprise
and a customer. The chained document HTML contains the minimum metadata, and
the metadata for the content integrity and content delivery verification is stored in the
blockchain node. As a result, the chained document HTML minimizes overhead files and
verifies content integrity and delivery based on the blockchain.

Table 6. Comparison among HTML vs. document HTML vs. chained document HTML.

PDF HTML Document HTML Chained Document
HTML

HTML compatibility Incompatible Compatible Compatible Compatible

Structure Single file with internal
resources

Multiple files with
external resources

Single file with internal
resources

Single file with internal
resources

Resources format Any resources on PDF
specification

Any resources on
HTML specification

Any resources with
Data URI scheme

Any resources with
Data URI scheme

HTML tags Nonsupport Any HTML tags under
HTML specification

Don’t allow to use
iframe, object, video,

audio

Don’t allow to use
iframe, object, video,

audio

Data loading
by scripting Allow Allow Don’t Allow Don’t Allow

Metadata in the
document XMP, Pieceinfo -

Content digest,
Signed digest,

Certificate

Content digest,
Signed digest,

Transaction address
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Table 6. Cont.

PDF HTML Document HTML Chained Document
HTML

Metadata in the
blockchain - - -

Timestamp
Creator

Content digest
Certificate

User experience on a
mobile

Bad readability,
No interaction

Good readability,
Responsive

Good readability,
Responsive

Good readability,
Responsive

Verification content
integrity

Verification by a digital
signature Nonsupport

Verification by
document HTML

metadata

Verification by chained
document HTML

metadata

Verification content
delivery Nonsupport Nonsupport Nonsupport

Verification by chained
document HTML

blockchain metadata

5.2. File Size Overhead

There is a file size overhead in the document HTML and the chained document
HTML because these need to include all resources and necessary information. However,
the chained document HTML contains the minimum metadata, and the metadata for
document verification is stored in the blockchain node. As a result, the chained document
HTML minimizes overhead files and verifies content integrity and delivery based on the
blockchain. The file size overhead from the chained document HTML and the document
HTML shows different overhead sizes as shown in Figure 13. The file size overhead of the
document HTML is the sum of the content digest, signed content digest, content verification
key, and each resource’s size, increasing by data URI conversion. The file size overhead
of the chained document HTML is the sum of the content digest, signed content digest,
transaction address, and each resource’s size increases by data URI conversion. The size
of the transaction hash address is about 66 bytes as string format with Ethereum, whilst
the size [16] of the content verification key has no limitation of the file size. The chained
document HTML can reduce more than 2000 bytes of overhead file size as the content
digest certificate is more than 2000 bytes in general.

Sd = Md + Ms + Mv +
n

∑
i=0

f (Ri)

Sc = Md + Ms + Mt +
n

∑
i=0

f (Ri)
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we researched and designed the technique of chained document HTML,
which provides strong content integrity by using blockchain technology. The chained
document HTML treats a traditional HTML document as a single document like a PDF doc-
ument. Hence, a user can store and review the chained document HTML without breaking
a document due to external resources regardless of network connection status. Moreover,
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the chained document HTML validates the content integrity by using a digital signature
and the metadata for the content integrity is treated as the extended header information.
The extended header information is stored in the chained document Blockchain, so it is
impossible to modify once the information is recorded. As a result, a user who receives a
personal electronic document based on the chained document HTML can ensure content
integrity and expect an enhanced user experience in a mobile environment. The electronic
document based on the chained document HTML could be a new de facto electronic docu-
ment standard format on the mobile environment beyond the electronic document based
on PDF as the chained document HTML has both mobile-friendly user experience and
content integrity verification feature. Therefore, we expect the chained document HTML
technique can be widely used in an enterprise such as a financial enterprise that needs to
deliver sensitive personal information via a mobile channel. In future research, we will
research to optimize the data capacity of the metadata strong for the chained document
content integrity verification in the chained document block for more efficient blockchain
block size processing.
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